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Self-Funding
 A self-funded plan is one in which the employer group assumes the financial
risk for providing health care benefits to their employees; the group, not the
carrier, is “on the risk” for the claims
 The employer pays for claims as they are presented instead of paying a fixed
premium to an insurance carrier for a fully insured plan
 The employer pays fixed costs for administration costs and stop loss
protection
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What happens at termination?
 Under a fully-insured arrangement, the carrier would cover any costs that
were incurred under the arrangement, even if paid after the termination
date
 If the plan sponsor decided to terminate the plan at any time, the plan
sponsor would still be responsible for any claims that were incurred up until
the termination date, regardless of when they were paid
 The plan sponsor must hold an appropriate amount of reserves to cover
these claims that have been incurred but have not yet been paid
 To fully understand your liability, we must focus on two estimates:
– Claims Lag – the length of time from when a claim has been incurred to when
that claim is paid by the carrier or administrator
– Incurred But Not Reported (IBNR) liability – the dollar amount of not yet paid
claims
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Why do claims lag?
 Lag is the time between the incurred date of a claim and the paid date of a
claim
 The employee incurs a claim on the day they use the plan. The claim then
has to be reported, processed, and eventually billed back to the employer to
then be on a paid claims report
 John works for USI who uses BCBS for self-funded medical insurance. John
goes In-Network to the Physical Therapist (Dr. PT) for a sore back on Monday
January 28th. Dr. PT whose office reconciles billing with BCBS on Fridays, will
contact BCBS on Friday February 1st to inform them that John rendered a
service and has an outstanding bill which is in turn paid immediately.
• John’s serviced was incurred in January, but reported and paid in February.
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Claims Lag Report


A claims lag report, can also be called a “Triangle Report”



When viewing month by month, the claims incurred vs claims paid create a
triangle shape of data. This illustrates how quickly a claim will be paid after it is
incurred



We use this report to develop a “completion factor,” or the % of claims incurred
that have actually been paid

Incurred in Jan
2016, Paid in
March 2016
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What is an IBNR Report?
 An ‘Incurred But Not Reported’ (IBNR) Report estimates what claims have
already been made, but have not yet been reported to the carrier (and
subsequently paid).
 An IBNR can be composed of two parts:
– Pure IBNR Reserve – reserve for claims that have been incurred but not reported
yet
– Reserve for development of known claims – reserve for the additional
development of claims that have been reported

 The report gives you the appropriate reserve necessary if we terminated the
plan today
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Who needs an IBNR Report?

– Employers: Sponsors of Self-Funded Benefit Plans Only (Medical, Dental, Vision)
• Corporate Executive Board
 CFO, CHRO, CEO
 Internal HR/Finance

• Auditors

– Insurance Companies
• Handled Internally by in-house actuaries.
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When is an IBNR Report Needed?
Year-End
IBNR

– Valuation Date (Usually Year-End)
• If the plan is running a surplus, the
employer may wish to ‘release’
funds
• If the plan is running a deficit, the
employer may wish to ‘fund up’ the
plan

IBNR
CYCLE
Build up
of
Contract
Reserve

Surplus /
Deficit
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IBNR Methodology
 As recommended by Actuarial Standard of Practice No. 5 (ASOP 5), USI’s
IBNR model calculates IBNR using a blend of two actuarially accepted
methods:
– Chain-ladder development method
– Claims paid PMPM method

 Before any IBNR calculations are performed, the model smooths any outliers
in the data
– Large claims can have a material effect on completion factors, which can lead to
overestimation of IBNR
• Similarly, large “negative” claim amounts can cause underestimation of IBNR

– USI’s model normalizes claims that are significantly different from claims with the
same lag time
– For the purposes of smoothing, outliers are defined as claims that deviate from
the median of the same lag time by more than 1.75 times the interquartile range
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Method 1 – Chain-ladder development


One of the more common methods used by actuaries



Assumes historical payment patterns can predict future claim payments



How does it work?
–

Develop completion factors for each month, based on historical payment patterns

–

Apply the completion factors to emerged claims to get total incurred claims for the month

–

Subtract the emerged claims from the total incurred to get the IBNR for each month

emerged claims

completion factor
total incurred
IBNR estimate
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Method 2 – Paid PMPM method


This method estimates the unknown “cells” in the claim triangle based on historic
paid PMPM amounts for the same lag time



How does it work?
–

Average the actual PMPMs for the 7 most recent months in each lag time

–

Trend these PMPMs forward to fill in the unknown “cells”

–

Trended PMPM amounts are aggregated to get the total incurred claims for the month

–

Subtract the emerged claims from the total incurred to get the IBNR for each month

average these 7 months

trend forward to “fill out”
these months
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Appropriate Margin


Per ASOP 28, all IBNRs should include provision for adverse deviation



For medical IBNR, we take client-specific claims history, ISL level, and group size into
account



–

Using a normalized claims probability distribution, we estimate how many outstanding
claims are expected to approach or hit the ISL level

–

Groups with higher average PMPM costs may include more margin than less costly groups

For dental and vision, we estimate margin to be 10% of the IBNR
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IBNR Certification
 In the event an auditor requires a
certified IBNR, you would need an
actuarially certified IBNR
 The report would be included in a letter
to be delivered to the auditor
 It includes the source data, enrollment,
as well as the methodology of the
reserve calculation
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Additions to IBNR Estimate (Reserve)
 Terminal Liability Option (TLO) Fees:
– when purchasing stop loss or catastrophic insurance, you have the option to
extend your contract for 3-6 months following the termination of your selfinsured plan
– This provides additional protection against potential high cost claimants

– The associated fixed cost will be extended for the time period on a per employee
per month costs

 Administration Fees:
– Administration fees as a plan continues to pay claims despite termination
– Depending on contract, these may be charged as a percentage of claims paid or a
fixed per employee per month fee
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“Reserve” versus “Surplus”
 “Reserves”- established for claims liability run-out only.

 “Surplus”- established for more than just claims liability. Can help
offset other healthcare related expenses, such as:
 “Health Fund Surplus” – may be used for strategic wellness and care

management initiatives such as On-Site Clinic, On-Site Pharmacy, and
wellness programs. Since the monies are used to benefit members
covered under the health plan and directly related to the healthcare
plan it is legal and appropriate to utilize “Surplus” in this manner.

5/14/2019
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“Reserve” versus “Surplus”
Can help offset other healthcare related expenses, such as:
 Excess surplus can be used in a given plan year to pay a certain number of
the monthly level premium payments to the carrier versus the Plan Sponsor
submitting premiums/cash to the insurance carrier.
 Excess surplus may be used to give employees a “premium holiday”.
 Excess can be used to offset increase for a bad plan year.

5/14/2019
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